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We perform a frequency-resolved analysis of electron dynamics in solids to obtain microscopic
insight into linear and nonlinear optical phenomena. For the analysis, we first compute the electron
dynamics under optical electric fields and evaluate the microscopic current density as a function of
time and space. Subsequently, we perform the Fourier transformation on the microscopic current
density and obtain the corresponding quantity in the frequency domain. The frequency-resolved
microscopic current density provides insight into the microscopic electron dynamics in real-space at
the frequency of linear and nonlinear optical responses. We apply frequency-resolved microscopic
current density analysis to light-induced electron dynamics in aluminum, silicon, and diamond
based on the first-principles electron dynamics simulation according to the time-dependent density
functional theory. Consequently, the nature of delocalized electrons in metals and bound electrons
in semiconductors and insulators is suitably captured by the developed scheme.

I. INTRODUCTION

The interaction between light and matter is one of the
central topics in of physics, which has been extensively
studied for a long time. When the field strength of light
intensifies, the interaction of light with matter becomes
nonlinear, triggering intriguing and effective phenomena
[1–4]. The recent advances in laser technology have fa-
cilitated experimental studies on highly nonlinear, ultra-
fast phenomena in solid-state systems [5, 6], including
high-order harmonic generation [7, 8] and optical con-
trol of electric currents [9, 10]. These highly nonlinear,
ultrafast phenomena have been attracting significant at-
tention, not only from a fundamental science perspective
but also for their technological implications [11, 12].

Despite the significance of light–matter interactions in
extreme conditions, a comprehensive microscopic under-
standing of nonlinear optical phenomena remains elusive
owing to the difficulty of extracting microscopic informa-
tion from macroscopic experimental observations. Previ-
ous studies have thoroughly explored linear and relatively
low-order nonlinear responses to fields based on pertur-
bation theory [13–16], and a detailed explanation of the
nonlinear optical phenomena based on key quantities in
k-space (Brillouin zone), such as the Berry curvature and
shift-vector, has been provided. However, a real-space
insight into nonlinear optical phenomena remains to be
developed.

The first-principles electron dynamics calculation in
the time domain based on the time-dependent density
functional theory (TDDFT) constitutes an effective ap-
proach to investigate complex nonequilibrium electron
dynamics in solid-state systems [17, 18]. This method has
been employed to gain microscopic insights into nonlin-
ear phenomena induced by light [19–22]. The outputs of
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TDDFT calculations, such as microscopic electron den-
sity and current density, contain valuable information re-
garding light-induced electron dynamics. For instance,
the electron density in bulk titanium after laser irradia-
tion revealed the nature of light-induced electron local-
ization around titanium atoms [23]. Moreover, the time-
averaged microscopic current density in α-quartz under
strong field irradiation showed that field-induced current
flowed along the Si-O-Si bonds [24]. Recent developments
in Fourier analysis of microscopic electron density under
external fields have provided a clear, real-space under-
standing of optical phenomena in isolated systems, such
as plasmon resonances in atoms, molecules, and large
clusters [25, 26]. However, such electron density analy-
sis is not applicable for solids with delocalized electrons,
such as metals, because the electron density does not
accurately reflect light-induced electron dynamics. For
instance, the electron density of homogeneous electron
gas remains constant in both space and time under op-
tical fields in the dipole approximation. In contrast to
the electron density, the microscopic current density can
directly capture the current flow dynamics of delocalized
electrons, even in the homogeneous electron gas. There-
fore, a theoretical scheme may offer a comprehensive de-
scription of bound and delocalized electrons in solids for
the investigation of microscopic current density.

In this study, we perform the Fourier analysis on light-
induced microscopic current density to gain insight into
light-induced phenomena in solids. As a platform for
the analysis, we employ real-time TDDFT calculation of
electron dynamics in solids. To assess the effectiveness of
the developed approach, we apply it to bulk aluminum,
silicon, and diamond. The computed results demonstrate
that in the linear response regime, the frequency-resolved
microscopic current density appropriately captures delo-
calized electron dynamics in aluminum and bound elec-
tron dynamics in silicon. Additionally, we confirm that
the frequency-resolved microscopic current density de-
scribes the nonlinear electron dynamics of bound elec-
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trons in diamond. Hence, the Fourier analysis of micro-
scopic current density offers a powerful tool for gaining
real-space insight into light-induced phenomena involv-
ing both localized and delocalized electrons in both linear
and nonlinear regimes.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we first
revisit the electron dynamics calculation using TDDFT.
We subsequently perform Fourier analysis on the light-
induced microscopic current density. In Sec. III, we assess
the nature of the frequency-resolved microscopic current
density. For instance, we apply the developed scheme to
bulk aluminum and silicon in the linear response regime.
Additionally, we investigate applicability in the nonlinear
regime by considering the third harmonic generation in
diamond as an example. Our findings are summarized in
n Sec. IV.

II. METHODS

A. Real-time electron dynamics in solids

Firstly, we briefly describe the first-principles electron
dynamics calculations for solids based on TDDFT [17].
The details of the method can be referred to fromprevious
studies [27]. In the TDDFT based on the Kohn–Sham
scheme, the electron dynamics in solids are described by
the following time-dependent Kohn–Sham equation:

i~
∂

∂t
ubk(r, t) = hk(t)ubk(r, t), (1)

where b is the band index, and k is the Bloch wavevector.
Here, ubk(r, t) is a periodic part of the time-dependent
Bloch orbital and satisfies the periodic boundary con-
dition, ubk(r, t) = ubk(r + an, t), with the lattice vec-
tors, an. The time-dependent Kohn–Sham Hamiltonian,
hk(t), is defined as

hk(t) =
1

2me

[
p + ~k +

e

c
A(t)

]2
+ v̂ion + vHxc(r, t),

(2)

where A(t) is a vector potential, which is related to a
spatially uniform time-dependent electric field as E(t) =

− 1
c Ȧ(t). In the present study, the electron–ion interac-

tion v̂ion is described by the norm-conserving pseudopo-
tential approximation [28, 29]. Here, vHxc(r, t) represents
the time-dependent Hartree-exchange-correlation poten-
tial, and we employ adiabatic local density approxima-
tion [30].

To describe electron dynamics under specific fields
A(t), we solve the time-dependent Kohn–Sham equation,
Eq. (1), in the time domain. Note that the initial condi-
tions for the Kohn–Sham orbitals are obtained by solving
the static Kohn–Sham equation self-consistently.

hk(t = −∞)ubk(r, t = −∞) = εbkubk(r, t = −∞), (3)

where εbk is the corresponding Kohn-Sham eigenvalue.

Employing the computed time-dependent Kohn–Sham
orbitals ubk(t), several physical observables can be eval-
uated. Among various observables, the macroscopic cur-
rent density J(t) is an important quantity for studying
light–matter interactions, and it is defined as

J(t) = − e

meΩcell

∑
b

∫
BZ

dkfbk

∫
cell

dru∗bk(r, t)vk(t)ubk(r, t),

(4)

where Ωcell is the unit-cell volume, and fbk is the occu-
pation factor that satisfies∑

b

∫
BZ

dkfbk = Nelec (5)

with the number of electrons in te unit-cell, Nelec. In
Eq. (4), the velocity operator, vk(t), is defined as

vk(t) =
1

i~
[r, hk(t)] , (6)

where r is the position operator. The velocity operator,
vk(t), can be decomposed into a (semi)local part and
nonlocal part:

vk(t) = vlocal
k (t) + vnonlocal

k (t). (7)

Here, the local and nonlocal parts are defined as follows

vlocal
k (t) =

1

me

[
p + ~k +

e

c
A(t)

]
, (8)

vnonlocal
k (t) =

1

i~
[r, v̂ion] . (9)

Note that the nonlocal contribution originates from the
nonlocal part of the pseudopotential approximation, and
it vanishes in the all-electron calculations.

Various optical properties of matter can be investi-
gated by analyzing the macroscopic current density J(t)
induced by an external electric field E(t). For instance,
linear optical properties of solids can be investigated by
analyzing the macroscopic current, J(t), induced by a
weak perturbation [18]. Similarly, nonlinear optical prop-
erties can be investigated from the current J(t) induced
by an intense laser field [31–33]. Furthermore, by employ-
ing the pump–probe setup, one can investigate transient
optical properties of solids in the presence of laser fields
in the time domain [20]. Hence, the macroscopic current
density J(t) plays a crucial role in the investigation of
the optical properties of solids.

B. Frequency-resolved microsocpic current density

We perform microscopic current density analysis in the
frequency domain to gain microscopic insight into light-
induced phenomena. Here, we consider the following mi-
croscopic current density

j(r, t) = − e

me

∑
b

∫
BZ

dkfbku
∗
bk(r, t)vlocal

k (t)ubk(r, t).

(10)
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Note that the local current density cannot be straightfor-
wardly defined for the nonlocal part of the velocity op-
erator, vnonlocal

k (t). Furthermore, the contribution from
the nonlocal operator to the macroscopic current density,
J(t), vanishes in the all-electron calculations. Hence, in
this study, we consider the contribution only from the
local part of the velocity operator, vlocal

k (t), to define the
microscopic current density, j(r, t), in Eq. (10). When
the contribution of the nonlocal operator, vnonlocal

k (t), is
negligible, the spatial average of the microscopic current
density, j(r, t), in the unit-cell reproduces the macro-
scopic current density.

J(t) ≈ 1

Ωcell

∫
cell

drj(r, t). (11)

Hence, the microscopic current density, j(r, t), is ex-
pected to provide microscopic insight into light-induced
phenomena in solids.

Having established the connection between the opti-
cal properties of solids and microscopic current density
via the macroscopic current density, we further analyze
the microscopic current density in the frequency domain.
For this analysis, we introduce frequency-resolved micro-
scopic current dneisty, j̃(r, ω):

j̃(r, ω) =

∫ ∞
−∞

dtW (t)eiωtj(r, t), (12)

where W (t) is a window function for the reduction of the
numerical error due to the finite simulation time. For
practical calculations in this study, we employ the fol-
lowing window function:

W (t) = cos2
[
π

t

Tpulse

]
(13)

in the duration −Tpulse/2 < t < Tpulse/2 and zero out-
side. Here, Tpulse is the full duration of applied laser
pulses, which will be introduced later along with the
pulse shape of the applied fields.

By analyzing the frequency-resolved microscopic cur-
rent density, j̃(r, ω), in Eq. (12), we can gain atomic-
scale insight into linear and nonlinear optical phenom-
ena in solids at a specific frequency of optical responses.
For instance, we can study whether localized electrons
on specific bonds or atoms are responsible for a certain
optical response or whether delocalized electrons play a
central role by visualizing the frequency-resolved micro-
scopic current density, j̃(r, ω).

The discrepancy between the Fourier transform of cur-
rent density, j(r, t), and that of electron density, ρ(r, t),
from the perspective of optical responses of solids is note-
worthy. If the nonlocal part of the velocity operator is
negligible, the microscopic current density and the elec-
tron density are related via the continuity equation.

∂ρ(r, t)

∂t
+ ∇ · j(r, t) = 0. (14)

Although certain information pertaining to the mi-
croscopic current density, j(r, t), can be reproduced
based on the electron density, ρ(r, t), via Eq. (14), the
divergence-free part of j(r, t) cannot be reproduced,
since such component does not contribute to the con-
tinuity equation. Therefore, when the divergence-free
component of j(r, t) plays a crucial role in optical re-
sponse, the electron density may not contain sufficient
information to describe such response. For instance, let
us consider an ideal noninteracting Fermi gas as an ap-
proximated electronic system. The ground state electron
density of such a system is constant in real-space and
constitutes a sphere in momentum space, the so-called
Fermi sphere. We consider applying a homogeneous elec-
tric field to such a system. Owing to the field applica-
tion, the system exhibits homogeneous current density in
realsspace due to the shift of the Fermi sphere in momen-
tum space, while the electron density remains constant
in both space and time. Hence, the electron density does
not reflect the light-induced electron dynamics of ideal
Fermi gases. This example indicates that electron den-
sity analysis is not sufficient for analyzing the optical re-
sponses of delocalized electrons, such as free electrons in
metals, although density analysis is useful for isolated
systems. In contrast, the microscopic current density
can be used for both localized and delocalized electrons
because it is directly linked to the macroscopic current
density J(t) and optical responses via the Maxwell equa-
tion. Hence, the microscopic current density affords a
more comprehensive description of the optical responses
of matter.

III. RESULTS

To assess the developed approach in Sec. II B, we per-
form Fourier analysis of the light-induced microscopic
current density corresponding to linear and nonlinear op-
tical phenomena in solids. As practical examples, we in-
vestigate linear optical responses of bulk aluminum and
silicon. Furthermore, we analyze the third harmonic gen-
eration from diamond as an example of nonlinear phe-
nomena. For practical calculations in this study, we em-
ploy a first-principles electron dynamics simulation code,
SALMON [34], which employs real-space grid representa-
tion for the description of Kohn–Sham orbitals, uk(r, t).

A. Linear responses of a metal: Aluminum

First, we examine the microscopic current density anal-
ysis based on linear responses of a simple metal, alu-
minum. For the description of bulk aluminum, we em-
ploy a cubic unit cell that contains four aluminum atoms.
The aluminum unit cell is discretized into 163 real-space
grid points, and the corresponding first Brillouin is also
discretized into 243 k-points. Aluminum atoms are de-
scribed by a norm-conserving pseudopotential method,
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treating 3s and 3p electrons as valence electrons.
To gain insight into electron dynamics in simple met-

als, we revisit the electron density in aluminum. Fig-
ure 1 shows the computed electron density, ρ(r), in the
ground state of aluminum. Electrons are delocalized in
aluminum. These delocalized electrons correspond to
conduction electrons, and they are expected to play a
central role in the optical responses of aluminum.
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FIG. 1. Ground state electron density ρ(r) of aluminum in
the (110) plane. The black circles indicate the positions of
aluminum atoms.

Figure 2 shows the optical conductivity σ(ω) of bulk
aluminum computed via TDDFT calculations. Note that
the conductivity and dielectric function, ε(ω), are con-
nected via ε(ω) = 1 + 4πi

ω σ(ω), and the photoabsorp-
tion is closely related to the real part of the conductivity,
Re [σ(ω)], and the imaginary part of the dielectric func-
tion, Im [ε(ω)]. As shown in Fig. 2, both real and imag-
inary parts of the conductivity show positive values in
the investigated photon energy range. This is a typical
metallic response with respect to optical fields below the
plasma frequency, and the Drude model can describe it
suitably.
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FIG. 2. Optical conductivity, σ(ω), of aluminum computed
by TDDFT.

To investigate the metallic response of aluminum, we
compute electron dynamics under a laser pulse described
by the following vector potential,

A(t) = −ezcE0 cos2
[
π

t

Tpulse

]
sin (ωLt) (15)

in the duration −Tpulse/2 < t < Tpulse/2 and zero out-
side. Here, ez is the unit vector along z-axis, which
is (001)-direction of the unit cell, E0 is the peak field
strength, Tpulse is the full pulse duration, and ωL is the
mean frequency of the laser field. For the calculations of
electron dynamics in aluminum, we set Tpulse to 20 fs, ωL
to 1.55 ev/~, and E0 to 2.75× 108 V/m. Employing the
computed time-dependent current density, j(r, t), we fur-
ther evaluate the frequency-resolved microscopic current
density using Eq. (12) based on the electron dynamics
calculation.

Figure 3 shows the z-component of the frequency-
resolved microscopic current density, j̃(r, ω = ωL), at
the driving laser frequency ωL. Since the carrier wave of
the electric field E(t) is derived from the vector poten-
tial, Eq (15) and it is proportional to cos(ωLt), the real

part of j̃(r, ωL) corresponds to the real part of the con-

ductivity in Fig. 2, while the imaginary part of j̃(r, ωL)
corresponds to the imaginary part of the conductivity.

As observed in Fig. (3), both real and imaginary parts
of j̃z(r, ωL) in aluminum exhibit quasi-homogeneous pos-
itive contributions to the whole space. This indicates
that the optical responses of simple metals are dominated
by delocalized free electrons in the conduction bands, and
the frequency-resolved microscopic current density suit-
ably captures this metallic nature of the optical responses
with free carriers.
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FIG. 3. Frequency-resolved microscopic current density in
aluminum: j̃z(r, ω). The real part is shown in (a), while the
imaginary part is shown in (b). The corresponding electron
dynamics is computed under the external field, Eq. (15), and

j̃(r, ω) is evaluated at the mean frequency of the driving field,
ω = ωL. Here, j̃z(r, ωL) is normalized by the maximum value
of

∣∣j̃z(r, ωL)
∣∣ in the entire space.
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B. Linear responses of a semiconductor: Silicon

We subsequently perform Fourier analysis on the mi-
croscopic current density with linear responses of a typ-
ical semiconductor, i.e., silicon. For the description of
silicon, we employ a cubic unit cell that contains eight
silicon atoms. The silicon unit cell is discretized into 203

real-space grid points, and the corresponding first Bril-
louin zone is also discretized into 243 k-points. Silicon
atoms are described via a norm-conserving pseudopoten-
tial method, treating 3s and 3p electrons as valence elec-
trons.

To obtain microscopic insight into the electronic prop-
erties of silicon, we revisit the electron density of silicon.
Figure 4 shows the computed electron density ρ(r) of sil-
icon in the ground state. The electron density is concen-
trated between the two silicon atoms, forming covalent
bonds. In contrast to delocalized electrons in aluminum
in Fig. 1, electrons are highly localized in silicon. Hence,
dielectric responses of silicon are expected to be domi-
nated by the dynamics of localized electrons at covalent
bonds.
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FIG. 4. Ground state electron density ρ(r) of silicon on the
(110) plane. The black circles indicate the positions of silicon
atoms.

Here, we elucidate the dielectric responses of silicon.
For this purpose, we compute the optical conductivity
of silicon. Figure 5 shows the real and imaginary parts
of the optical conductivity, σ(ω), of silicon computed
through TDDFT. The computed optical gap of silicon
is approximately 2.4 eV, and the real part of the conduc-
tivity almost vanishes below the optical gap, reflecting
the absence of photoabsorption below the gap. In con-
trast to the aluminum case in Fig. 2, the imaginary part
of the conductivity of silicon becomes negative below the
optical gap. The positive value of the imaginary part of
the conductivity of aluminum in the low-frequency re-
gion, i.e., at 1.55 eV, can be explained in terms of the
response of free carriers using the Drude model, whereas
the negative value of the conductivity of silicon in the
low-frequency regime can be explained in terms of the re-
sponse of bound electrons using the Lorentz model, which
is a classical model based on harmonic oscillators. This
also indicates that the optical responses of silicon in the
low photon energy region below the optical gap are dom-
inated by the bound electrons at the covalent bonds.

Note that the computed optical gap of silicon, 2.4 eV,
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FIG. 5. Optical conductivity, σ(ω), of silicon computed by
TDDFT.

underestimates the experimental value of 3.4 eV [35].
This underestimation is caused by the local density ap-
proximation used in the present study. Nevertheless, this
underestimation of the gap does not affect the conclu-
sions of this research because the scope of this study is
to establish a scheme for analyzing the optical responses
of solids and demonstrate its feasibility. Additionally, the
proposed microscopic current density analysis can be eas-
ily extended to TDDFT calculations with more advanced
exchange-correlation functionals, which correct the gap
underestimation problems.

To develop microscopic insight into the optical re-
sponse of silicon, we compute the electron dynamics
under the field described with Eq. (15). Here, we
use the same parameters as the analysis of aluminum
in Sec. III A. We subsequently evaluate the frequency-
resolved microscopic electron density at the frequency of
the laser field as j̃(r, ω = ωL) with ωL = 1.55 eV/~.

Figure 6 shows the z-component of j̃(r, ωL). Consistent
with the optical conductivity at ωL = 1.55 eV/~, the
real part of the frequency-resolved microscopic current
density is almost zero in Fig 6 (a), while the imaginary
part shows negative values. Furthermore, by comparing
Fig. 6 (b) with Fig. 4, the microscopic current density of
silicon is found to be concentrated in the covalent bond
region. Hence, the frequency-resolved microscopic cur-
rent density analysis indicates that the optical responses
of silicon below the optical gap are dominated by the re-
sponses of the bound electrons localized at the covalent
bonds.

C. Non-linear responses of an insulator: diamond

Having demonstrated that the frequency-resolved mi-
croscopic current density analysis can capture both
metallic responses of delocalized free carriers and dielec-
tric responses of localized electrons at covalent bonds, we
subsequently apply Fourier analysis to nonlinear optical
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FIG. 6. Frequency-resolved microscopic current density in
silicon: j̃z(r, ω). The real part is shown in (a), while the
imaginary part is shown in (b). The corresponding electron
dynamics is computed under the same external field shown in
Fig. 3, and j̃(r, ω) is evaluated at the mean frequency of the
driving field, ω = ωL. Here, j̃z(r, ωL) is normalized by the
maximum value of

∣∣j̃z(r, ωL)
∣∣ in the entire space.

responses. As an example for the demonstration, we con-
sider the third harmonic generation from diamond. For
the description of diamond, we employ a cubic unit cell
that contains eight carbon atoms. The diamond unit
cell is discretized into 203 real-space grid points, and the
corresponding first Brillouin zone is also discretized into
243 k-points. Carbon atoms are described by a norm-
conserving pseudopotential method, treating 2s and 2p
electrons as valence electrons.

To gain microscopic insight into the electronic prop-
erties of diamond, we revisit the electron density. Fig-
ure 7 shows the ground state electron density in dia-
mond. The covalent bonds are found to be formed be-
tween carbon atoms. Although both diamond and silicon
show clear covalent bonds, electrons are more localized
around the atoms than the bond regions in the case of
diamond, whereas more significant electron localization
can be found around the bond regions in the case of sili-
con. Hence, compared with the case of silicon, localized
electron dynamics around carbon atoms are expected to
be more important in diamond rather than the bond re-
gion.

Before investigating the nonlinear optical responses of
diamond, we revisit the linear optical properties. Fig-
ure 8 shows the optical conductivity of diamond com-
puted via TDDFT. The computed optical gap of dia-
mond is approximately 5.5 eV, which is underestimated
from the experimental gap of 7.1 eV [36], and the real
part of the conductivity is almost zero below the opti-
cal gap. In contrast to the real part, the imaginary part
shows finite negative values below the optical gap. These
behaviors are consistent with those of silicon in Fig. 5.
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FIG. 7. Ground state electron density ρ(r) of diamond in
the (110) plane. The black circles indicate the positions of
diamond atoms.
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FIG. 8. Optical conductivity, σ(ω), of diamond computed
by TDDFT.

As an example of the nonlinear optical effects, here we
investigate the third harmonic generation from diamond.
For this purpose, we compute the electron dynamics un-
der a vector potential described by Eq. (15) by setting
ωL to 1.0 eV/~, E0 to 2.75 × 108 V/m, and Tpulse to
20 fs. Note that the corresponding three-photon energy
is 3ωL~ = 3.0 eV, and it is below the optical gap of 5.5 eV.
Hence, the three-phonon process is still an off-resonant
process under the present condition.

Figure 9 shows the z-component of the frequency-
resolved microscopic current density, j̃(r, ω = 3ωL), in
diamond at the frequency of 3ωL, which is the three times
of the driving laser frequency. Hence, the microscopic
current density in Fig. 9 reflects the nature of the third-
order harmonic generation. Similar to the cases of the
linear responses of aluminum in Sec. III A and silicon in
Sec. III B, the real and imaginary parts of the frequency-
resolved microscopic current density, j̃(r, ω), at ω = 3ωL
correspond to the real and imaginary parts of the non-

linear conductivity tensors, σ
(3)
ijkl, respectively. Reflecting

the fact that the real part of the nonlinear conductivity is
zero due to the off-resonant condition, the real part of the
frequency-resolved microscopic current density in Fig. 9
is almost zero in the entire space. In contrast, the imagi-
nary part shows the localized structures around diamond
atoms. This indicates that the third harmonic generation
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in diamond in the off-resonant regime is caused by the
dynamics of bound electrons around carbon atoms rather
than the covalent bond region.
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FIG. 9. Frequency-resolved microscopic current density in
diamond: j̃z(r, ω). The real part is shown in (a), while the
imaginary part is shown in (b). The corresponding electron
dynamics is computed under the vector potential described
by Eq. (15). Here, the mean photon energy of the field ~ωL

is set to 1.0 eV, and the frequency-resolved microscopic cur-
rent density is evaluated at the frequency of 3ωL to elucidate
the third-order harmonic generation. Here, j̃z(r, 3ωL) is nor-
malized by the maximum value of

∣∣j̃z(r, 3ωL)
∣∣ in the entire

space.

IV. SUMMARY

In this study, we developed the Fourier analysis of the
light-induced microscopic current density for investigat-
ing linear and nonlinear optical phenomena in solids. The
frequency-resolved microscopic current density, j̃(r, ω),
in Eq. (12) contains microscopic information regarding
light-induced electron dynamics at a specific frequency
of optical phenomena, providing real-space insight at the
atomic-scale.

We first applied the developed approach to a linear
response of metallic systems, considering aluminum as

an example. As a result, we found that the frequency-
resolved microscopic current density, in Fig. 3, suitably
captured the delocalized nature of the free electron dy-
namics in metals. We subsequently applied frequency
domain analysis to a linear response of semiconductors
in the off-resonant regime, considering silicon as an ex-
ample. In contrast to metallic systems, the frequency-
resolved microscopic current density clearly captures the
bound electron dynamics around the covalent bonds in
silicon, as shown in Fig. 6. Therefore, the frequency-
resolved microscopic current density analysis provides a
comprehensive description for both delocalized free car-
rers in metals and bound electrons in semiconductors.
Furthermore, we applied frequency domain analysis to
nonlinear responses, considering the third harmonic gen-
eration from diamond as an example. We demonstrated
that the third harmonic generation from diamond is
caused by the bound electron dynamics around carbon
atoms rather than the electron dynamics around cova-
lent bonds.

The frequency-resolved microscopic current density
analysis provides atomic-scale real-space insights into lin-
ear and nonlinear optical phenomena in solids. In ad-
dition to the traditional understanding of optical phe-
nomena based on the k-space description, the real-space
insights offer a complemental view of the phenomena.
Hence, the Fourier analysis developed in this study may
be used to strengthen the microscopic understanding of
optical phenomena with more intuitive descriptions. Fur-
thermore, the real-space description of the frequency-
resolved microscopic current density does not rely on any
basis expansion; rather, it naturally provides a real-space
distribution. Hence, it may open a path for the investiga-
tion of highly nonlinear optical phenomena in nonpertur-
bative regimes, where the k-space description based on
the perturbation theory still poses fundamental difficulty.
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